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Summary__________________________________________________________
Workaholic Allie Fine isn’t thrilled about a surprise birthday trip to the French countryside, where
there’s nothing to do but drink wine and tour old castles. But boredom takes a hike when a sexy
period actor shows up to be her special between-the-sheets gift.
Maximillian De Leon, the towering god with eyes of gold and pecs of steel, is the most incredible
lover she’s ever had. But Allie wakes with confusion when her French lover tells her he’s actually
Prince Maximillian, and he hasn't seen the light of day since 1789.
Crazy or not, Max De Leon is the hottest man Allie’s ever met—and the perfect piece on her arm to
impress the corporate brass and take her career to the next level. So what if he keeps claiming he
has to marry her to break a centuries-old curse in order to stay alive. He’ll get over that soon
enough…right?
*****
Misadventures is a romantic series of spicy standalone novels, each written or co-written by some of
the best names in romance. The stories are scandalous, refreshing, and, of course, incredibly sexy.
They’re the perfect bedside read, a ‘quick blush’ for the reader who loves a page-turning romance.
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USA Today bestselling romance author
Angel Payne has been reading and
writing her entire life. She has written for
four publishing houses, and is also
independently published. She most enjoys
focusing on high heat and adventurous
plots starring memorable alpha men and
their headstrong heroines.

Angel Payne

Angel's bestselling book series include
the Bolt Saga, the Honor Bound series,
the Suited for Sin series, the Cimarron
Saga, the Temptation Court series, the
Secrets of Stone series (with Victoria
Blue), and the Shark's Edge Saga (Also
with Victoria Blue).

About
Author

Angel lives in Southern California with
her soul mate husband and beautiful
daughter. They enjoy traveling and
cosplaying together.
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Others book from Angel Payne
NO PRINCE CHARMING
"I was truly captivated with the relationship and how it grew in the best, and yet flawed way."
~White Hot Reads
Once upon a time, a girl attended a big party at the palace, met a prince, and they fell in love…
My name is Claire Montgomery, and I’m no princess. I’m a fighter. I’ve worked hard to earn my place with
one of the largest public relations companies in the country, and I’m on the verge of one of the most
important victories of my career. We’...

SAVED
He saved her life…she saved his soul.
Garrett Hawkins is the most valuable asset to his Special Forces unit, because, frankly, the guy doesn’t care if he lives or dies anymore.
Since the love of his life, Sage Weston, was kidnapped and killed with her medical unit a year ago, Garrett has turned the shell of his soul
into the armor of a finely tuned fighting machine. Being the first tapped for the unit’s craziest missions is just fine by him. The less time
for memories and the ...
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NO MORE MASQUERADE
Behind every good man...is the love of an even better woman. Those were just pretty words before I met
Claire Montgomery. Before my fairy queen burst into my life, I didn’t recognize the bastard in my morning
mirror—but her love has given me the strength to face the imposter, even embrace him. With Claire at my
side, I’m the king I always wanted to be, the Killian Stone I always dreamed of becoming.
Which means for once, I want the mask guarding my secret to stay right ...

CUFFED
"Be prepared for a hot as hell, emotional and bumpy ride!" ~Sassy Little Book Nerd
Between a rock and a hard place…
To Sergeant Zeke Hayes, the expression has always been a non-factor. There’s never been a situation he
can’t blast, punch, or smart-ass his way out of, which makes him the perfect fit for his Special Forces
battalion—and a natural-born Dominant who’s made a lot of submissives happy from Mt. Rainier to
Vancouver. That all changes ...

SEDUCED
He was everything she craved…and everything that would ruin her.
Ethan Archer has just earned his sergeant’s stripes, and his Special Forces team decides that a trip to LA is
a perfect way to celebrate. Ethan has other motives for agreeing to the vacation. He can’t forget a magical
hour in a North Cascades forest last winter, shared with an indigo-eyed goddess who now calls LA her
home.
Ava Chestain is a stylist for Bella Lanza, star of a hit nighttime drama. When ...

WILD
The boys of the Special Forces battalion are back.
Five mini-episodes give emotional updates for the couples with whom you’ve fallen in love during the
series’ first three books, as well as a not-to-be-missed preview of what’s in store for Tait Bommer and
Kellan Rush in Wet, book five in the Honor Bound series.
“Raze the Barn”: Garrett and Sage reignite their flame as Dominant and submissive during a well-timed
visit to see Wyatt and Josie on the farm, ...

WET
One of them healed her heart. The other captured her soul.
T-Bomb, Tait Bommer’s call-sign, has never described him more accurately. A loose cannon with a
penchant for pissing people off, he’s now responsible for a major screw-up during the First Special Forces
Group’s most recent mission. His mess has earned him two weeks of mandated R&R on the shores of
Kauai, where the ultimatum is clear—straighten up and fly right, or don’t return to active duty. But he’s ...

HOT
They could run from everything…except each other.
Grounded by fog, Zoe Chestain is stuck in an airport bar with the choice of spending the night with her two
drunk roommates or one dark and delicious stranger. The Vegas show dancer decides to live dangerously
and succumbs to a night of the stranger’s dominant passion. But her cloud of sensual bliss is blown apart
when she and her friends are taken hostage during the next morning’s plane hijacking. Zoe’s horror
deepens ...
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SHARK'S RISE
When a dream is taken to the edge of destruction, what will it take to rise again?
Abbigail Gibson has finally broken through Sebastian Shark’s staunch defenses, erected through years of
having to fight for his multimillion-dollar success and the skyscraper that will be his legacy.
But as construction starts on the Edge, the foundations of Sebastian’s world are crumbling. Security has
been breached, lives have been taken, and Bas has no choice but to hide Abbi to ...

NO LUCKY NUMBER
Business trip or trip of a lifetime?
Talia Perizkova has been working toward this moment her entire career. Now she finds herself sandwiched
between two of the most eligible bachelors in the country and can barely focus on the task at hand.
And that’s fine by Drake Newland and Fletcher Ford.
They’re all business around the office, but when they get Talia to themselves off the clock, things really
heat up. Now if they can just convince her a three-way relationship ...

NO WHITE KNIGHT
The quest…
I’m Maclain Stone, and Taylor Mathews is my obsession, my reason to be a better human. Is that even
possible? For her, I’ll try. Years of living in the fast lane—literally and figuratively—are catching up with
me, as I fight to shift gears and win the right to commit to this incredible woman who has tumbled into my
life.
The fight…
I’m ready for change, but is she? So far, she’s rejected every offer I’ve made and shut ...

NO SIMPLE SACRIFICE
If I could turn back time…
My name is Talia Perizkova, and time has been on my side…until I told it to kiss my ass during a business
trip to Vegas and experienced a night for the record books with my bosses—yes, my bosses. But what
happened in Sin City refuses to stay there, and time has joined forces with his pal, karma, to exact
payback—from the depths of my heart.
Fletcher Ford. Drake Newland. They’re two of the business world’s sexiest, most sought-after ...

NO BROKEN BOND
Rock.
It’s incredible what Fletcher Ford and Drake Newland have done to my world—and my soul—since igniting
my desires, answering my dreams and filling every inch of my heart. I am rocked. Changed. Freed. A
woman in love…
Paper.
But the adjustment hasn’t been easy, and not just for my orthodox family. Falling for one dazzling,
commanding billionaire is complicated enough. But two? Wading through dysfunctions, judgments, and
emotional baggage...

CONQUERED
Can one night make all the difference?
Jen Thorne is more than ready to help her best friend tie the knot—sumptuous Vegas-style—until she shows
up to the rehearsal festivities and catches sight of a surprise guest. Sam Mackenna, a Scottish RAF pilot on
loan to the Air Force for cross-training, has been the object of her secret erotic fantasies for months. But
even with romance in the air, a hunk like him is hardly likely to choose a geek like her.
When Sam and ...
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NO LONGER LOST
"A strong installment to a delightfully steamy series." ~Library Journal
Lost…
Lovesick has never been in my vocabulary, but now that Maclain Stone has entered my world, I’m
practically dying of heartache. And there’s nobody to blame but myself. But his brushoff has made me
never want to see his sexy, smug face again.
When a stalker forces me from my home and lands me on Mac’s front door—and into the warmth of his
bed—I can’t avoid the ...

SHARK'S PRIDE
Dreams come at a price…
Hidden enemies are tormenting Sebastian Shark. They’re determined to see his reputation in shreds and
his plans for building the Edge in ruins. To make matters worse, Abbigail Gibson has written him off for
good, choosing to believe their night of blistering passion was just another one of his playboy conquests.
When an unexpected visitor arrives on Sebastian’s doorstep, he can no longer ignore the danger Abbigail is
in because of him. ...
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